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Director's
Viewpoint
''ltSBeen A
Long,long
Time"

SOON after I came to Hong Kong in 1951 I was given the oppor
tunity of walking through a squatter area at Shek Kip Mei occupied
by thousands of people. Accustomed as I had been to communal life
in the Services and although, in my travels around the world, I had
seen the degradation of utter poverty in many lands, I was frankly
appalled at the conditions under which tens of thousands of human
beings were existing. Existence, in fact, was the only appropriate
word and the miracle was that they had settled down into a pattern
of communal cooperation in a situation that, without stoicism, must
have quickly degenerated into social chaos.
I have never forgotten that first impression. When I joined the
Hong Kong Government a little later, the feelings generated at that
time had a strong influence on everything I did in Government. I was
often ashamed at the apparent lack of social progress although
conscious of the great efforts being made in both the public and
private sectors. It seemed so very long, so many years, before there
were any clearly observable results. It was also difficult at times to
accept that the economic system within which we worked seemed to
produce millionaires quicker than it could produce hospitals and
homes.
I visited squatter areas and later resettlement estates many times in
those early years. The industry of the people crowded together in
dreadful conditions was always admirable and I experienced a feeling
of pride (although I had done nothing to warrant this) in witnessing
the continually improving social conditions and the emergence of a
social system of sorts. Many of us in the Government at that time
experienced the same feeling of pleasure when new housing estates
were opened, new roads completed, reclamations turned over to
industry and average wage levels increased. We had nothing much,
really, to shout about because so much remained to be done but in
the late 1950's and early 1960's, Government was often an exciting
experience.
Now here we are, a quarter of a century later and at long last able
to contemplate a reasonably comprehensive system of social security.
The vigour and determination with which the problems of health,
housing, and jobs have been tackled is now being turned increasingly
towards improving the quality of life and the establishment of a
fairer and more equitable social order for the people of Hong Kong.
The great strides made in recent years in the provision of legisla
tive protection for workers, in the development of the essential social
services and in the creation of a system which protects and supports
the fundamental rights of working people, have been well enough
documented and commented upon. But they have come upon us
piecemeal and have not been presented as part of a planned package.
The general picture is therefore difficult to see although the specific
effects of our social policies and development are everywhere
evident.
I have wondered many times whether and when Hong Kong might
see the introduction of a comprehensive social security system which
would be centrally controlled and which would provide sickness,
injury, unemployment and retirement benefits for all workers. We
aren't there yet but the Government's Green Paper on Social
Security Development is a step in that general direction. I await the
outcome with great interest but the very fact that this Green Paper
has been issued means that we have come a long way since 1951 in
terms of social development. I think in that there is cause for quiet
satisfaction and a feeling of expectation.
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Help For
Those Least
Able To Help
Themselves

- are we doing enough
and are we doing it in
the right way?

The Green Paper on Social Welfare published at
the end of last year summarised current welfare
provisions in HK and how they might-be
extended. The Financial Secretary in his budget
speech re-iterated Government's commitment to
incret,Jsed expenditure in this area. Few would be
as short sighted or selfish to deny that need does
exist at the lower levels of society, and that we
have a responsibility to alleviate this need. But
how best to go about it, and in doing so to avoid
the twin evils of squandering funds needed
elsewhere, and of creating a system that saps HK's
vitality. Members have until the month end to
comment on the more controversial aspects of
the Green Paper.

"THERE is no provision in HK if you're sick or un
employed!
"If you're unemployed you'll get nothing. If you're sick
you'll have an awful job to prove it. It takes so long to
investigate you're probably better, or dead, by the time you
get it. And I have known people die while they waited for
it, or commit suicide".
Strong words. Fighting words, one might say. And they
come of course from a fighter - Mrs. Elsie Elliott.
It is obvious when talking to Mrs. Elliot that she sees
things in very human terms. Her work has exposed her to
conditions which the more fortunate know little about.
And the more fortunate she claims, includes many of those
administering HK's welfare assistance schemes.
Mrs. Elliott goes on to admit she finds it difficult to
quantify the number of cases of hardship that exist in the
lower strata of our society. She speaks mostly from direct
experience of cases brought to her attention.
No one appears to know for sure just how widespread
deprivation is in present-day Hong Kong. For a start, much
must depend on how 'deprivation' is defined, and the term
is notoriously relative, varying vastly with the environment
of the subject. One man's deprivation may well be the next
man's luxury.
Deputy Director of Social Welfare Jimmy Sweetman
points out that HK's measures to relieve deprivation com
pare well with those of neighbouring territories in S.E. Asia,
and indeed of any region at a comparable stage of develop
ment. He points out, for instance, that even Singapore's
much vaunted system does not provide for those affected
by temporary sickness, beyond workers benefits comparable
to those available under HK's compensation ordinance.
The statistics produced by Mr. Sweetman's Department
obviously give one guide to the area. (see charts) The un
employment rate now produced by Census and Statistics
Department provides another indicator. In September
1977, this stood at 4.1 per cent. This is high judged by the
post war norm for developed industrial societies, and high
by the standards most trade unionists would be prepared to
accept as tolerable. But even so, HK may reflect that many
far more prosperous countries still gripped by the aftermath
of the 1974/5 recession have a rate as high and higher. And
even in rich old America, the envy of lesser developed
societies, there were regional pockets of unemployment
estimated as high as 25 per cent during the height of the
recession.
Again, no consideration of welfare can be complete
without considering what the priorities ought to be. Director
of the Council of Social Service, Y.F. Hui, while in no way
denying the need to help the sick and unemployed, points
out that one of the most urgent areas for attention con
cerns the need for greater provision for the mentally dis
abled, as well as greater measures to help youth, who after
all make up the greater part of our population.
Difficult though it may be to find a convenient quanti
fier that will measure the extent of social deprivation
in Hong Kong, there is little doubt that during the past
decade our 'heartless' city has seen the birth and growth of
a social conscience. And as far as the official machine is
concerned, Mr. Sweetman points out that the achievements
of the last seven years in particular are those that any
society may take pride in. Over five per cent of Govern
ment's 1976/9 budget is devoted to social welfare.
No doubt many of HK's 'friends' in Westminster would
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like to take some credit for our awakening. But like most
HK phenomena, our social conscience is really home grown.
The traditional Chinese clan system, even in its contem
porary manifestation of tradesmen's associations, has
always considered welfare work one of its functions. And
the number of voluntary associations of a charitable nature
in HK must, in relation to the size of the population, be
among the highest in the world.
The very existence of so many charitable groups, our

critics might say, is evidence of the failure of Government
to cope with the situation. And it is true that only in recent
years has social welfare begun to assume a high priority
among Government objectives. The credit for this must be
shared by leaders as diverse in their ways as Sir Murray
Macl..ehose and Mrs. Elliott. The greater attention now paid
to welfare is not only evidence of concerned leadership
however but also a reflection of changing awareness at all
levels of society.
(Continued on P. 9)

What is Provided?
Excluding both the considerable effort in the fields
of medical service and education, and the work of the
private organisations, the assistance provided by the
Social Welfare Department can be classified* mainly as
follows, and here we quote the recent Green Paper:Public assistance scheme
This was introduced in 1971. It is a means-tested
but non-contributory scheme, designed to provide
cash assistance to those whose incomes fall below
. a prescribed level. The benefits are reviewed and in
. creased from time to time in line with rises in the
cost of living. Originally, public assistance was not
payable to those aged between 15 and 55 who were
fit and available for work, but with effect from 1st
April 1977, public assistance was extended to the
able-bodied unemployed.
Disability and infirmity allowance
This allowance caters for two vulnerable groups, the
severely disabled, and those elderly persons (aged 75
and over) who are not in residential care institutions,
such as old people's homes and hospitals. Introduced
in 1973, it provides a non-contributory, non means
tested allowance in. addition to any entitlement to
public assistance.
Accident compensation
The criminal and law enforcement injuries compen
sation scheme, which was introduced in 1973,
assists victims of crimes of violence and people who
are accidently injured or disabled by law enforce
ment officers in the execution of their duties. In
addition, emergency relief, in the form of cash and
material aid, is available to victims of natural or
other disasters, such as typhoons and fires.
In addition, the Department provides a variety of
services for the elderly and in the fields of rehabilitation,
family welfare and legal aid.

The public assistance scheme is unlike most social
assistance schemes in having an incremental scale of
assistance, whereby an amount is added for each addi
tional member, the amount added reducing with the size
of the family. Thus, under the present monthly scale
$180 is allowed a single person on his own; for a family
$130 is allowed for each of the first 3 members, $105
for each of the next 3 members and $80 for any sub
sequent family member. After February, 1978, these
amounts will be $200, $145, $120 and $90 respectively.
This system contrasts with that used in most social
assistance schemes, where an additional amount is added
for each additional family member, irrespective of the
size of the family; but smaller sums are added for
children, the amount varying according to the age of the
child.
Whatever one may think of the provisions, they do
possess one merit that puts them high in the international
league table. To quote again from the recent Green
Paper:"By international standards, the Public Assistance
scheme is exceptionally free of restrictions. It does not
exclude any category of people, such as the unemployed
(though they were excluded before April 1977). It
applies to those who are in full time work. And it applies
to those who were not born and brought up in Hong
Kong. The only restriction on eligibility is that there is a
residence qualification, though this restriction can be
waived by the Director of Social Welfare in cases of
urgent need. The qualification is one year's residence in
Hong Kong, except for the able bodies between ages 15
to 55, for whom it is two years."
It should be stressed that all these schemes are non
contributory.
One must also consider the implications of these
schemes in conjunction with other legislation, most
notably legislation iri the Labour field, including of
course the Workman's Compensation Ordinance, and the
facilities available at only a nominal price in Government
hospitals and clinics.

*For the record, there is one scheme that concerns only the repatriation of needy Brits. There aren't many of these around apparently no more than 15 in the year 1975-6.
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Page 7 sets out what exists. What impact does this
achieve?
The charts I, II and III are reproduced from the Social
Welfare Department's Report for 1975/6 (the most recent
available - a further report is due shortly), and show the
, number of the cases helped in recent years.
Some, Mrs. Elliott perhaps among them, might claim
that this is only the visible tip of the iceberg. The truth is,
no-one appears to know for sure.
Mrs. Elliott says:- "There is a great reluctance to take
part in the public assistance scheme, because it's so humil
iating. People look upon it not as a right, but as taking
taxpayers' money and being blamed for it. They'd much
sooner go out on the street and get arrested hawking.'
Mrs. Elliott in fact refers to a hawker's licence as the
'poor man's form of insurance'. She adds "People are very
independent and I think we should try to keep it that way."
Jimmy Sweetman, looking at things from a somewhat
different point of view, sees the same thing. "The· Chinese
in Hong Kong still do to a very great degree preserve a pride
in looking after themselves. And this spreads into the
employer/employee relationship. The employer wants a
jolly good day's work out of his employee, but on the other
hand, as we've seen in the slump of '75, he's willing to share
the work out."
Both Mrs. Elliott and Mr. Sweetman agree that this
attitude however is changing. As the charts show, increasing
numbers are coming to accept public assistance as their
right.
Mr. Sweetman points to the fact that many HK Chinese
families are broken families, in the literal sense of the
phrase. �;'Perhaps Grandma came from China and worked as
an amah. Or perhaps the young man came here and grand
ma has now come to join hi:tn. In these conditions it's
difficult for the family unit to function. But both types of
grandma are elibible for assistance".
Mr. Y. F. Hui points out that 75 per cent or more of
those elibible receive the age allowance. "I think this type
of help would be interpreted quite differently now from
the way it was twenty years ago." he claims.
It is against this background then that the Government
introduced towards the end oflast year the Green Paper on
Social Welfare. Much of the thinking behind it was the
work of Strachan Heppell, a British Civil Servant with

extensive international experience of welfare schemes, tem
porarily seconded to the HK Government. (He had in fact
spend some time working in HK prior to this assignment.)
Like all Green Papers, its purpose was not so much to
spell out Government intentions, but more to highlight
problem areas and suggest ways of improvement, so that
Goverment�ould assess public reaction to the need for such
improvement and the degree of support the proposed mea
sures might receive.
The Green Paper's title Help For Those Least Able To
Help Themselves neatly sums up Government's approach to
the question of welfare. The three leaders interviewed by
The Bulletin, Mr. Sweetman, Mrs. Elliott and Mr. Hui, all
agreed that whatever improvements might be needed, they
have certainly no wish to install in HK the full fabric of the
more extreme type of welfare state.
"People in HK are work oriented, they like to work,"
Mr. Hui says, while Mrs. Elliott sums up: "It is traditional
that Chinese people want to be independent, to be self re
liant. They don't even want to work for somebody else.
They want to be business people. They feel that if you go
on public assistance, there's no chance of getting rich on
it!"
Mr. Sweetman, while supporting the concept of help for
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Olassilieatbm of Public A$sistance Oases as al MaTcb
1975 and 1916
1!9'75
No,

Old Age {$6 and over}
1UHea'l'th

23,778
6;:341
Low earning
7,847
Widow with &,pendent children 2.,438
Blind
595
Ptrysicatfy disabled
592
637
Mentally ill
413
Drue addiction
Unemployed
21472
44
Deaf
Others
168

51.93 29,780
14.96 7,160
11.14 a.•1•
$.32 2,'&$2
1.30
647
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1.29
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1.17
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Ul3
5.40 2,$)54
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0�10
$41
(),37

54.7()
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16.1'4
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1975-78
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1974-15
P.A.

P.A.
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No. of new cases
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No. of pay:m!fnts
made to new
and old cases
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per payment
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*Mainly pe1$ans with toco.,,mot<,r disability

those not able to help themselves, adds "We should not
molly coddle those well able to help themselve_s."
The Green Paper describes The HK Approach as:-

The Government has not attempted to duplicate the
pattern of social security found in the developed countries.
In particular, it has not introduced a compulsory social
insurance scheme covering the whole population. Instead, it
has concentrated on helping those who are least able to
help themselves, which means primarily those in vulnerable
groups - the elderly. the disabled and the poor.
The Government is convinced that this remains the right
approach. It recognises that there is a limit to the resources
available for social security, given the claims of many other
desirable objectives. It takes account of the fact that there
is no evidence that the community in general would prefer
to see resources diverted from housing and the other social
services to social security. so long as social security arrange
ments are not manifestly inadequate. Furthermore, by
concentrating social security on helping the most vulnerable
groups in the community, the best use is made of available
resources.
The Government attaches considerable importance to
retaining simplicity in the structure of social security and in
its administration. To some extent, this makes it more
difficult to· meet all individual needs. But this disadvantage
is outweighed by the benefits of a simple system which
keeps to a minimum the proportion of social security
expenditure which is spent on administration. A com
plicated system, of which the working are not understood,
loses much of its impact.

The Green Paper contains a number of proposals to
extend welfare provisions and also to introduce one new
,scheme.
Firstly, it is proposed to extend the Welfare Allowance
Scheme, previously known as the Disability and Infirmity
Allowance Scheme, to cover those in institutional accom
modation, and extending it to the chronic sick - who are
unable to work - and to lower the qualifying age from 7 5
to 73 and then to 70.
Secondly, improvements are proposed to provide a
safety net for all those in need and to ensure an income
that they can rely on. These include: long period of need a long-term supplement - an old-age supplement - an
incentive allowance for those capable of being self
supporting - and the setting up of an appeal board. These
improvements are due to come into effect shortly (see chart
IV and V).

More controversially, the new sickness, death and retire
ment scheme is intended to provide assistance to employees
who are in need as a result of sickness or injury and to
provide a modest lump sum upon retirement or similar
benefit for those who died before the age of 60.
It is supplementary to the Workmen's Compensation
Ordinance'in that the sickness or injury benefit would only
come into force when employee's rights under the Compen
sation Ordinance had been exhausted. It would thus cover
the second, third and fourth months away from work. The
amount of benefit envisaged is 'about half normal pay'
defined in relation to average earnings during the previous
twelve months.
The proposed d�ath benefit would be a lump sum
payment of six months' pay. Employees who reach the age
of 60 might be able to claim a similar benefit, somewhat in
the nature of a 'no claims bonus' (sic !)
It is also suggested that participants in the scheme might
be able to borrow against their contributions in order to
assist with home purchase. In an example quoted, a
member with average earnings of $1,500 per month and of
a five-year membership of the scheme would be allowed to
borrow up to $14,400.
The scheme would be voluntary in that membership
would be at the discretion of the employee. The suggested
rate of contribution is two per cent of earnings subject
to a maximum contribution of $40 per month. Employers
would be required to match the employee's contribution,
except in cases where the employer provided benefits of
an equivalent or more generous nature, in which case the
employer would be allowed to contract out and the em
ployee's participation discontinued - for his period with
the contracted-out employer.
Contributions to the scheme would be paid into a
statutory fund, which would be suitably invested or used
for housing loans to members. The finances of the scheme
would be controlled by an independent statutory Authority
with members appointed by the Governor. It w�uld include
at least one representative of contributors, and would bear
responsibility for the finances of the scheme, including the
investment of the funds.
Both the statutory Authority and the Social Welfare
Department would be involved in the administration of the
scheme, with responsibility for supervising the contracting
out arrangements vested in the Authority. The scheme is
intended to be self financing though Government would
meet the administrative costs.
Reaction to the proposed sickness, death, retirement
scheme has so far been lukewarm. Few appear to have come
forward in unqualified support. It is perhaps fair to sum up
the overall reaction as a feeling that Government, in an
attempt not to be over-revolutionary over-quickly, has in
fact succeeded only in being over-cautious. As a result what
was intended as an honest compromise, designed to appeal
equally to different sectors of the community, finishes up
as an effort that pleases none. It is hard not to recall the
story of the compromising committee that set out to design
a horse and finished with a camel.
If Government anticipated a howl of 'We can't afford
it!' from employers they stand to be disappointed. No
responsible employers' organisation, including the Chamber,
has to our knowledge adopted this point of view.
And the attitude of employees is summed up by Mr. Hui
as: "They are very worried that, because of the low benefits
11
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financial Estimates for lmpleme11tation ,of Green Pa.per Prol)4)sals
fa,> Public Assiatance Scheme
fi) suppl,emen;tary alllowance
for fot'lg term cases
(ii) old age su.ppfement
'(iii:> dtsrep.rded eammgs
fiv) appea:I board and other
adminis:trative measures

1'978/79
$m

37.-!50
0.2§
0.2i

{bJ Weltere AU:&w
. ance Scheme
fiJ extension to residential
institutional accommodation
f
.(:ii) extensi.on o: old age
allowam:e
(iii J 'Cluonic sickness allowance

1979/80
$n,

1988{81
$m

1981182
$m

1982i83
$m

16.00

11.00

16.00

33.00
0.2§
0.21

35.00

36.00
0.2s
0.25

46:JiO

70.00

IS.SO

5.00

18.0Q

31.00
O.25
0�2§

cui;

0.25

5.• 5:0

40�00

184.50
of the scheme and the voluntary contributory nature, the
lack of interest may be thought to show that people don't
need it. But the real feeling is that the level of benefit is too
low." The Council of Social Service believes that a five per
cent contribution from both sides would be nearer the
mark and would meet with an enthusiastic response from
employees.
A preliminary calculation carried out the Federation of
HK Industries shows that the scheme as outlined seems to
imply that a contributor who did not take advantage of the
sickness benefit, but who came to claim the retirement
benefit, could in effect receive less than he has paid in. A
hypothetical employee earning $1,000 p.m. who joined the
scheme at age 25, would over a working lifetime to age 60
contribute $8,400. Yet a retirement benefit of six months
salary would give him a lump sum of only $6,000. Apart
from the insurance aspect, this simple calculation of course
ignores the effect of inflation, interest earnings, and wage
increases and thus may not be fair. Government admits that
it has fully to assess the actuarial and inflationary viability
of the scheme and any such assessment must of course
consider the incentive appeal to younger workers, whose
long term support will be essential if the scheme is to work.
But if a real incentive does exist in the case of the hypo
thetical worker quoted, it is not fully apparent from the
present outline.
The major objection to the proposal seems to centre on
its voluntary nature. Most sources contacted by The
Bulletin quoted this as a weakness, but on differing
grounds.
Some felt that a voluntary scheme would by its very
nature exclude those 'least able to help themselves' since
they were in no position to take on the extra commitment,
small though it might be. Others stressed the HK worker's
- and employer's - preference for ready cash now, rather
than a somewhat intangible bene�t sometime in the future.
This, it was felt, would discourage many even from
considering the scheme. Others like Mr. Hui said simply
that the benefits were too low really to appeal. while a
more sophisticated group objected on the technical, but
perhaps most fundamental, grounds that a voluntary

scheme could not be actuarily viable.
The last argument can be summed up simply by pointing
out that a fundamental principle of any insurance scheme is
'one-in, all-in'. In other words a scheme that gives people a
choice will automatically attract those most prone to claim
benefits - for instance, those with a record of sickness while failing to attract those whose contributions would be
needed to provide an element of subsidy for those making
claims. The result would be either the need for Government
financial support on a massive level or, as might be more
likely the case, a frequent and perhaps steep revision in the
rate of the contribution.
Other objections have been leveled at the scheme. Its
administrative complexity has dismayed some employers, in
that they feel the burden of administration will fall on
them, despite Government's claim to provide the adminis
tration, and that this will be particularly acute in respect of
employees who change from contracted-in to contracted
out jobs. Given the volatility of the HK labour market, this
could indeed be a vexing problem.
Some Government officers also appear to be none too
happy about the costs of administration. The Singapore
scheme for example keeps administrative costs to about
4 per cent of contributions, and it is hoped, at least after an
initial period, that the HK scheme could be kept to this
level. But the rate of contribution in the Singapore scheme
is 31 per cent. Furthermore the Singapore scheme is
administratively simpler in that participation is on a
broader base than seems likely in HK; contributions are
handled on an autopay basis in/out without contracting
problems; and the benefits consist of relatively simple to
handle transactions connected with home loans, death,
resignation and retirement, rather than periods of sickness,
with its attendant complication of prevention of abuse.
Other objections have included the possibilities of
employers' discriminating against contributing e�ployees;
the risk of non-contributing employees demandmg from
employers cash benefits to match those of their contribut
ing colleagues; and the lack of data o!1 just how. 1?any
people in fact stand to benefit from the sickness provtston.
The last point stresses the disparate nature of the
13
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Time Table Proposed b:y Gretn Paper
for Extension of Benefits
April 1978

ltn,Provern:ents in publle assistance sotreme
(i'nelullfing in:terim pa¥ment oJ old age suipple
ments to au thol!e aged 70-75 not already
receiVing a welfare atlowanc,e).
ixtension of welfare allowance scheme to those
in reslden,tlat institutional aeeornmod$tton.•
fistabrishment of Social Security Appeal: .B,oard.

October 1:978 Extension of welfare allowance scheme to those
aged13-'14.

April 1979

extetision of wet'fa,r e allowance s�heme to those
aged 70--72.

Ootc,ber 197'9 Ex-tension of welfare anowance scheme to the
chromic sick.
By about the

end of 1,99()

tntroductlon of sicikne&s, injury and death benefit

scheme.

scheme. Part of it is concerned to provide against longer
periods of sickness. Sickness for a period of under one
month is already provided for by the Workmen's Compen
sation· Ordinance. Permanent disability is provided for
under other existing schemes. The present proposal there
fore covers the second, third and fourth months of sickness.
No one appears to know just how many come into this
category, and whether this provision therefore meets a real
need, much less a priority need.
On the other hand, the retirement and house loan
benefits h�ve been included partly as an incentive to bring
in sufficient contributors. Yet the incentive element, it
appears, is somewhat unattractive. The scheme thus appears
to fall between two stools.
What might the alternatives be? Opinions differ radically
on this point, although there seems to be something of a
consensus regarding the preferability of a compulsory
scheme, with contracting-out arrangements for employers
already providing a level of benefits commensurate with
those of any Government scheme. Certainly, a compulsory
scheme makes for administrative simplicity, a lower cost/
benefit ratio and acturarial viability, and - supposing the
level of contribution is within the means of the poorest
levels of society - greater equity in distribution of benefits.
The argument against such a scheme - which Mr. Heppell
appears to have taken to heart - is that Hong Kong is not
'ready' for such a scheme. This is an argument often used in
similar contexts, and is somewhat hard both to define and
either to prove or to refute.
Put simply, the argument emphasis that HK's competi
tive position and its vulnerability to the winds of change in
the world economy, make it wise to avoid any move that is
likely to have an overall inflationary effect on HK's cost
structure. Unfortunately, the only way to prove the
soundness of this argument is to put it to the test. But by
this the damage may be done - irretrievably.
This brings one to the next point at issue - should any
extension of welfare provisions be on a contributory or
non-contributory basis? Mr. Sweetman points out that
current thinking, especially in Europe, is swinging against
the contributory concept since contributions account for a
decreasing proportion of benefit paid and the state has to
accept responsibility for longer term cases. Mr. Hui dis
agrees with this on the grounds that worker contribution
14

provides an incentive element, may help to minimise abuse,
and helps create an atmosphere in which a worker can claim
his rights rather than feeling dependent on Government
charity.
Mrs. Elliott agrees, but with the proviso that contribu
tions should pe waived in respect of those below a given
wage level.
Mr. Sweetman, speaking as an individual rather than
wearing his Government hat, differs. He quotes those two
well known "socialists" Lord Barber and Sir Keith Joseph,
who in the early seventies, acknowledging the reduced
proportion of benefits coming from contributions, and the
nonsense of taxing welfare benefits, came out in favour of
provision of social security through tax credits, as part of a
scheme to rationalise the tangle of welfare benefits,
personal tax allowances and progressive tax rates, in which
the UK had landed itself. Many local businessmen, includ
ing some Chamber committee members, would agree with
them.
If Government has a need to increase revenue, and if
expenditure on social security is a worthy priority, it is
simpler, more equitable, and causes less imposition on all
concerned to raise such funds from an increased rate of
tax, rather than to levy this, that and the other particular
charge, with its attendant adminstrative costs and the need
for enforcement and policing measures.
There is of course an element of self interest in this,
since 'if you don't make the profits, you don't pay the
tax.'
At the same time there is also an element of social
justice, in that the basis of any society that is going to
function and survive, must include a means whereby the
strong and successful provide a measure of help for the less
fortunate. Few today would quarrel with that concept.
The weakness of special levies or charges is that they fall
equally on the strong and the not so strong, without taking
into account any relative variation between the two. This
has been a basic problem encountered by many developed
societies ( and less developed societies!) that have accepted
the belief that social benefits shall be paid for, not out of
funds earned and accounted for (i.e. profits), but out of
cash only partially earned and accounted for (i.e. current
income). And, as we have stressed, profits tax has a sweet
simpleness of administration that avoids the paraphenalia
that must inevitably accompany special levies.
Lest it be assumed The Bulletin is suggesting a higher
rate of profits tax, it must quickly be stressed that many
provisos must of course be taken into account - notably,
the degree of increase and the time period over which any
increase is implemented.
It is disappointing that the proposed scheme for sick
ness, retirement and death benefits should have met with so
indifferent a response, since it seems to be a step in the
right general direction, albeit a hesitant step. There are of
course the cynics who believe that the scheme was a
deliberate Government flyer, introduced as a tactical move,
in the expectation of its meeting little support. But if this
were so, it still leaves open the question of Government's
real intention. Is it, as some fear, to try simply to shelve the
matter; or is it, as is not inconceivable, to allow scope to
bring in a more ambitious scheme of its own devising?
In either case, those with an interest in the subject have
until the month-end the opportunity to make their views
known to the Secretary for Social Services.
H. G.

'Garden Industry '

- An Old Concept New to Hong Kong
The concept of 'Garden Industries' is virtually unknown in Hong Kong.
But in developed countries the idea has been in effective use for many years
and has been proved socially and economically useful. It can be
regarded as complementary to the environmentalist movement, and
in essence consists of planning and locating appropriate industrial concerns
so as to harmonise with, or at veryleast not to spoil or conflict with,
their natural surroundings. Some countries have introduced regulations to
identify such industries and to control their location.

THE term 'Garden Industry' can only
be applied to environmentally 'clean'
industries - industries which do not
pollute the air, the water or the sur
rounding land, and cause no damage to
the environment; industries which
need not necessarily be located in in
dustrial areas or industrial estates, and
can in fact be situated almost any
where - in the suburbs, within the
. city, · in industrial areas, commercial
areas, residential areas, and even, as
the name suggests, in garden-like rural
areas.
When the Chamber's Director,
Jimmy McGregor, led the industrial in
vestment promotion team to· the
United States last year, he saw a num
ber of factories located outside indus
trial development areas. One of these
was a plant in the. North East area
owned by the famous Johnson &
Johnson Company, world-known
manufacturer of baby products. He
was deeply impressed with the fact
that the factory is an attractively de
signed building, situated among woods,
meadows and gardens. It has a clean,
quiet environment where the air is not
only unpolluted but also fragrant with

the clean smell of the countryside.
Baby powder is one example of an
industry which can easily be located in
garden surroundings, but there are
many others. They include cosmetics,
foodstuffs (such as bread, biscuit and
cakes, fruit processing), beverages and
breweries, pharmaceuticals, handicrafts
and others.
If such industries could be located
in zones or areas agreed for the pur
pose they may well prefer not to be in
an industrial area alongside factories
liable to produce noxious, irritating or
unsightly emissions.
In HK, however, not only are they
in the same area as 'dirty' industries
but often in the same building. If the
person eating processed food, or the
young lady using cosmetics, were
aware of the industrial situation within
which these products may have been
manufactured, their brand image
might suffer and sales might even fall.
Hong Kong has many industries
which would be suitable for location
in 'garden' areas - which for HK, in
effect means the New Territories. But
are they free to locate · in these areas?
A Trade, Industry & Customs De-

partment source told The Bulletin:
The Hong Kong Government has al
ways followed a policy whereby all in
dustries, apart from those which are
classified as 'offensive trades', have
always been treated equally as regards
location. When Government sells land,
however, it specifies the use of that
land for industrial, commercial or
residential purposes.
Generally land is sold by auction
to the highest bidder. As long as the
person who buys the land puts it to its
specified use, he can develop it in
whatever way he wishes.
Of course, the developer has to
conform to certain regulations regard
ing 'offensive trades' and pollution as
formulated by the Environment
Branch. For example, the notorious
Sheung Shui tanneries had to be moved
as they were seriously polluting the
environment.
DTIC went on to say that Govern
ment is aware of recent development
in advanced countries in the respect of
'garden industries' and has also received
suggestions from the local business
community. The Government depart
ments concerned are considering this

Johnson & Johnson factories at New Jersey, U.S.A. By Courtesy of Johnson & Johnson (H.K.) Ltd.
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your company.
Some of the world's most famous companies choose Cross the pen with a lifetime mechanical guarantee.
And little wonder.
For invariably when you give a Cross pen to someone, it
becomes his companion for life. Your company symbol can be
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A & B The picturesque garden in the San Miguel brewery at
Sham Tseng.
C

San Miguel has reclaimed its own land from the sea.
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View from workshops
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question, but there has not yet been
any policy recognition.
Just as Government has not yet of
ficially recognised the concept of gar
den industries, the Hong Kong media
has also been silent on the subject.
And, local industry - including com
panies that may be classed as garden
industries - are not familiar with the
idea.
In fact, The Bulletin's attempt to
interview some of these factories was
declined with thanks. They were not
familiar with the concept of garden in
dustries, and were afraid of the term
environmental protection. It might
have something to do with health in
spection!
San Mig's beer garden
The Bulletin was more successful
however with San Miguel Brewery
limited. San Miguel is located in Sham
Tseng, along the south side of Castle
Peak Road, facing the sea and with the
hills behind. Sham Tseng is a small vil
lage and not an industrial area, al
though three or four big factories are
located there.
As soon · as we stepped inside the
gate of San Miguel Brewery, we saw a
garden, big by Hong Kong standards,
with a fountain, lawns and trees on it,
and surrounded by factory buildings.
Obviously, San Miguel can be described
as a garden industry..
We were shown around the factory
and impressed by the clean and neat
conditions and automation of the
various production lines. Looking out
of the windows of the workshops, one
can see the factory garden, the woods
in Sham Tseng, the hills at the back or
the sea at the front - an ideal environ
ment for a brewery.
Has San Miguel located in this en
vironment by design or by accident?
Mr. H.A. Waller, Personnel Manager,
told The Bulletin: 'The predecessor of
San Miguel was The Hong Kong
Brewery & Distillery Ltd., manu
facturing both beer and Chinese wine
on the same site in the 1930's. San
Miguel later closed down the distillery
and continued with the brewing of
beer only. The main reason for
choosing Sham Tseng lay in the fact
that streams from the hills had very
pure and clear water, which is
extremely suitable for wine distilla
tion. Of course, there was also con
·venient transportation - the Castle
Peak Road on land, and the factory's
own pier by the seaside.
Today however we have expanded

considerably from the previous
premises, into the present large-scale
modernised factory.'
San Miguel is pleased with its
present premises. The company has
acquired a large site of land through
reclamation from the sea. This re
claimed land is now used as open-air
godowns, and can be used for future
expansion.
'If any one wants to build a new
brewery in Hong Kong, it is no longer
possible for him to find good factory
premises like Sham Tseng,' San Miguel
claimed.
As 1978 marks the 30th anniversary
of the establishment of San Miguel
Brewery Ltd., the company will organ
ise a large-scale reception in its own
factory garden for the celebration.
Few HK companies have this parti
cular opportunity available to them!
The Bulletin also visited the manu
facturer of Fanbo cosmetics, Samfong
Cosmetics Co., Ltd. Samfong has its
own five-storied factory building
located at the north end of Ma Tau
Wai industrial area.
Mr. Gaston Chan, Executive Vice
President of Samfong Cosmetics Co.
Ltd., told The Bulletin: 'Samfong
moved from China to Hong. Kong in
1933 and built the factory in its
present premises. At that time Ma Tau
Wai was already an industrial area.
As the manufacturing of cosmetics
requires high quality control and
standard. testing, most of the Samfong
building is air conditioned. Workers
wear uniform and caps in order to en
sure that the cosmetics stay clean and
maintain a pure quality.
Samfong has been appointed as cos
metic consultant for the Ready to
Wear Festival for three successive
years, and Fanbo cosmetics have be
come increasingly popular in Hong
Kong. Does Samfong have any plan for
expansion of factory and production?
'We've considered this question.
But it is not at all easy to expand a
factory in Hong Kong nowadays,' Mr.
Chan said.
'If we reconstruct our factory for
expansion on the present premises, our
new building could not be too high be
cause of the nearby Kai Tak Airport.
And we would have to stop production
for two years for the demolition and
reconstruction of the building.
'If we seek new premises there are
not suitable sites in this area, and the
few sites in other areas that are appro
priate are much too high in price.
'As for garden areas, they are of

course ideal, but in Hong Kong we can
do little more than hope for them
nowadays.'
The above two companies both
date from the post-war period, when
they bought land to build their res
pective factories. At that time, Hong
Kong industry was still under
developed. There was ample choice in
selecting a suitable site.
Since the early 1960's, however,
the rapid development of industry and
the dramatic growth of population has
virtually saturated land in the urban
and suburban areas. As with other
metropolitan cities, environmental
congestion and industrial pollution
have become increasingly serious. In
dustrial areas and the industrial estates
have been developed. Consequently,
the foodstuffs, beverages, pharmaceu
ticals and other similar factories estab
lished in recent years presently have
little choice but to locate in high rise
industrial buildings within concen
trated industrial areas.
Innocent & Beneficial
Precisely because Hong Kong is a
densely populated small territory with
little land left for further development,
it may be time for Hong Kong to fol
low the example of the United States,
the United Kingdom and other ad
vanced countries, and consider whether
environmentally innocent garden in
dustries can be developed in non
industrial areas in the New Territories.
This could bring substantial bene
fits. High quality garden industries
could be located throughout the New
Territories and on some of the larger
islands, providing good quality work
for essentially village areas. Some of
these industries would be oriented to
wards the domestic market but others
could be strong export earners. Rela
tively cheap land might be made avail
able for attractive foreign technology.
Some of the industries which· have
been targets for Hong Kong industrial
investment promotion would probably
qualify to be considered as garden in
dustries. There is a case for ensuring
that any company so choosing Hong
Kong is not hindered from doing so.
Sophisticated pharmaceuticals and
cosmetics are two examples. The food
industry is another. The recognition
by Government of the concept of gar
den industries as a special category of
industry could help greatly to alleviate
a particular problem for several local
industries and create opportunities for
others.
JC
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SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS,
NEW ZEALAND
Improve your prospects
of profitability
The South West Pacific has great potential
if you want to
• establish or expand a market for your products,
• locate supplies of raw materials,
• create a base for manufacture, or for distribution.
No one is better qualified than the
Bank of New South Wales to guide you into, and
in this market.
We are the largest finance, investment and
commercial banking complex in the South West
Pacific. With 160 years of experience behind us we
really know the countries, the people, and the
business methods of the region.
Through a network of over 1300 offices
in all Australian States, in New Zealand and the

islands of the Pacific, we can arrange valuable trade
introductions and give you up-to-date information
about potential markets.
Our help is yours for the asking. So that we
may be of maximum help please tell us about your
products and the markets or sources of supply that
interest you.
Just write, and send product brochures
(if available) to:
Ian W.T. Smith
Bank of New South Wales Representative Office
1112, Connaught Centre
Hong Kong
Telephone: 5-250195/6

Bank oF Ne\N South VVales
The bank that knows Australian business best.

Over 1300 offices. Australia, New Zealand, San Francisco, New York, London, Frankfurt, Bahrain, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore,
Jakarta, Papua New Guinea, Fiji, New Hebrides, and other islands of the Pacific.
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TODAY's trade is characterised by the
increasing ilifluence of international
rather than national considerations.
Nowhere is this more true than in the
field of standardisation. In the absence
of "Hong Kong Standards", manufac
turers have to comply with statutory
and other standards established in the
individual customer countries.
To familiarise local trade and indus
try with information on ISO standards,
the Hong Kong Standards and Testing
Centre now maintains a stock of the
ISO Catalogue 1977.
The International Organisation for
Standardisation (ISO) is the interna
tional specialised agency for standard
isation, with membership comprising
the national standards bodies of 82
countries. Hong Kong is -- represented
by the Hong Kong Standards and Test
ing Centre of the Federation of Hong
Kong Industries.
The ISO's work covers a wide range
of topics: from containers to dental
equipment, from computer languages
to materials testing, from automo bile
safety to paper sizes•, from machine
tools to environmental pollution, from
textiles to footwear - to mention just
a few of the areas in which ISO is en
gaged.
Published ISO International Stand
ards are:
• international agreements;

CATALOGUE
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• recognised by intergovernmental
authorities;
• referenced in national regulations in
many countries;
• adopted directly as national stand
ards by an increasing number of
ISO Members;
• used for contractual purposes in
commercial relations;
• a basis for international scientific
and intellectual cooperation;
• an essential reference source for
manufacturers, traders, government

agencies, technical colleges and uni
versities;
• reviewed at frequent intervals to
take account of the latest technol
ogy.
Companies and individuals interest
ed in obtaining copies of the catalogue
are requested to contact: The standards
& Information Department, Hong
Kong Standards and Testing Centre,
Eldex Industrial Building, 12th Floor,
Unit 4, 21 Ma Tau Wei Road, Hung
Hom, Kowloon.

The Standards and Testing of the Federation ofHong Kong Industries.
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The Chamber
Worldwide
Britain
A Chamber Buying Group represent
ing a number of leading Hong Kong
department stores, led by Daniel Koo
of Shui Hing Co., successfully com
pleted its work in the United Kingdom
during February. Michael Parker,
Assistant Manager, accompanied the
group throughout.
Orders placed by the group for a
wide range of British goods amounted
to some HK$7 million. There was ex
cellent press and radio coverage of the
Hong Kong group's activities.
The group visited the International
Spring Fair in Birmingham; special
shows in Leicester; a special display of
British goods organised by the North
of England Development Council in
Newcastle; and consumer products ex
hibitions in London.
Daniel Koo, the mission leader, had
a meeting with HRH The Duke of
Kent, Vice President of the British
Overseas Trade Board, who later visited
Hong Kong himself. Mr. Koo stressed
to- the Duke the importance of Hong
Kong as a trade gateway to the Asian
region.

China

will participate in the Spring Seoul
Trade Fair, the largest trade exhibition
in South Korea and meet many indivi
dual Korea suppliers.

Middle East
An 18-member joint HKGCC/TDC
trade group has successfully completed
a trade mission to Dubai, Riyadh, Jed
dah and Cairo from 19th February to
12th March. Mr. W.S. Chan, Manager
in the Chamber's Trade Division, ac
companied the group throughout.

The joint Chamber/TDC business group to
the Middle East at Kai Tak Airport before
departure.

The delegation promoted a wide
range of Hong Kong products, in
cluding garments, electronic and elec
trical products, watches, toys, imita
tion jewellery, lanterns, artistic and
silk flowers, plastic household goods,
hardware, glassware, electrical fans,
stationery, travelling goods, handbags
and shopping bags.

sentative of the Fair Authorities in
Hong Kong, the Chamber will once
again organise Hong Kong's participa
tion.
Hong Kong exporters have attended
the Berlin Fair for the past ten years.
Products which sold particularly well
last year, when total business con
cluded by the delegation was worth
HK$4 million, were glassware, fluores
cent lanterns, sportswear, ladies'
blouses,. travelling goods, ivoryware,
footwear, imitation . jewellery and
sundry items.
The Fair is aimed especially at
products from developing countries.
The buyers come not only from Ger
many but also from other countries
throughout the EEC.
Call the chamber's Trade Division
Tel.: 5-252131 Mr. W.S. Chan or Miss
Juella Kong for more information.

Latin America
The Central & South America Area
Committee has recently added Curacao
Island to the proposed itinerary of its
Trade Mission to Central & South
America. The Mission was already
scheduled to visit Panama City and
Colon Free Zone in the Republic of
Panama, Caracas and Margarita Free
Trade Zone in Venezuela. Dates are
10th June to 5th July. Some 20 com
panies have already applied for partici
pation. For further details please contact Ernest Leong, Tel: 5-237177 (ext.
29).

Members of the China Area Com
South Asia
mittee exchanged views on China trade
with representatives from the Bank of
China, China Resources and the Chi
The South Asia & Pacific Area
nese General Chamber of Commerce Committee is considering the possibil
at a luncheon held at the Gammon ity of a trade mission to India, Pakis
Canada
Penthouse on 3rd February, 1978.
tan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. The
four countries on the South Asian
The Canadian Trade Commissioner
Korea
Subcontinent have recently shown
in Hong Kong, Mr. Douglas Campbell,
improvement in their economies.
briefed members of the North America
The Chamber's Buying Mission to
Area Committee on the Canadian
Berlin Fair
South Korea will consist of 20 dele
economy and prospects for the further
gates led by Mr. Wong Po Yan, OBE,
Chairman of the Chamber's Japan, Tai
The 16th Overseas Import Fair development of bilateral trade between
wan & Korea Area Committee. The 'Partners for Progress' will be held in Hong Kong and Canada; also the role
mission is scheduled to visit South Berlin from 30th August to 3rd of the Canadian Trade Commission in
Korea from 8th to 15th April, where it September. As the Honorary Repre- Hong Kong.
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News, Events, Information
From Within and Around
The Chamber
Chamber Spring Dinner

Chamber News

Among others, there are a dozen
specialised Toys & Games Magazines.
Interested members are requested to
consult the TDC's library.

The Chamber held its Annual Spring
Dinner
at the Ocean Palace Restaurant
Welcome to the Chamber
& Night Club on 16th February, 1978
Salary Report Published
The following 25 companies joined (the Tenth Day of the Chinese Lunar
New Year).
the Chamber during February 1978:
Nearly 900 members with their
The Hong Kong Productivity Cen
tre
has published its Report on Salary
st�ff
and
guests
got
together
to
enjoy
Again Agencies
themselves and celebrate the Year of Trends and Fringe Benefits covering the
Aries Jupiter Traders
period April 1976 to April 1977. The
the Horse.
Atlas Trade Development Centre
report
provides up-to-date and com
Campari (Far East) Ltd.
prehensive
information on the salary
Chemsyn Ltd.
structure of professional, administra
Publications
Dolares & Company
tive, technical and clerical staff.
D'urban (Hong Kong) Ltd.
The report is published in English
Fortune Trading Company
'Hints to Businessmen'
and
Chinese and is available at HK$100
Goodhope Export Co. Ltd.
per
copy
at the Centre's offices.
Growth Systems Ltd.
The Chamber has received an up-to
Lee Cheong Trading Company
date (1977) set of 'Hints to Business
Mariman (Lam's) Co.
men' published by the British Overseas
Bits
Pieces
Rheem Hume (H.K.) Ltd.
Trade Board. These useful booklets
Robert C. Wong & Co. Ltd.
cover virtually every country in the
Summer Scheme for F. S
S.C.S. International Ltd.
world, from Afghanistan to Upper
Saha-Union International Ltd.
Volta and are available in the Cham
The Hong Kong Association of
Shewtex Ltd.
ber's library.
Careers
Masters intends to organise
Sinitron Limited
another
Summer Work Experience
Solex (Far East) Company
Toys & Games Magazines
Scheme
for
Form 5 students on the
Star International Trading Co.
basis of its success for the past four
Sunshine Enterprises Corp.
The Trade Development Council is years.
Taranto Limited
now expanding the product journals
The success of the scheme will de
Wah Chong Metal Works, Ltd.
collection at its Reference Library· to pend very much on the response and
Westpoint Corporation
provide additional infonnation to the
Ying Kee Safe & Furniture Mfg. Co. Ltd. Hong Kong business community. support of industrial and commercial
concerns, and interested companies are
requested to contact Miss Rose Lau,
the Careers Officer of the Education
Department (5-778311 ext. 239).

&

FEEFO Newly Formed

..

-�..::.; =��-, ,____;.��-==a::z:a

♦

K

Nearly 900 members got together to enjoy
themselves and celebrate the year of Horse.
Leslie Gordon and Jimmy McGregor, Chair
man and Director of the Chamber were
pictured saying "Kung Hei Fat Choy" to the
members at the Annual Spring Dinner.

A Far East European Forwarders
Organisation (FEEFO) has been newly
fonned in Hong Kong. For further in
fonnation contact Room 731, Star
House, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong
Kong. Tel: 3-662888. Telex: 86181
HX. Office Secretary: Miss Jill Hayter.
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Why in the world
do so many Corporate Advertisers
like Reader's Digest in Asia
when it isn't even a business magazine?

Take three guesses:
1. Because 172,800 businessmen read our
English-language Asia Edition.
Customers all.
2. Because the Digest reaches top ex
ecutives and government officials in 11
major Asian markets including
Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and the
Philippines.
3. Because the Digest reaches the great
Asian public-over two million men and
women whose good opinion every
company tries to cultivate.
Guess what? All three guesses are
absolutely correct. And, there's also a
fourth reason why corporate advertisers
like the Digest. Simply because it's a good
magazine.

Here are some important corporate
advertisers in the Asian Reader's Digest:
,...

...

Carrier International
Caterpillar
Chrysler Corp.
Hutchison International
International Telephone & Telegraph
Japan Airlines
Mandarin International Hotels Group
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Nissan Motor
Philips Gloeil
Rolex Watch Co.
Bank of Tokyo
Toyo Kogyo
Toyota Motor

is good for business. Yours.
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Service and security
for today and tomorrow
Savings Accounts
Current Accounts
Short and Long Term Fixed Deposits
Instant Cash
Gift Cheques
Safe Deposit Boxes
Paymatic
Foreign Exchange
Import and Export Bills
Trade Information
Stocks and Shares
Remittances
Loans

-.-.
:.- ·.. .... .
.

.

Services available through our
subsidiaries and associated companies:
Computer Services
Merchant Banking
International Credit Card
Trustee Services
Insurance Broking
Leasing and Hire Purchase
For further information on any
of our services, please call on
your local Branch Manager
or telephone the
Customer Services Department
at 5-223302.

·.•
· ·;.:

For today and tomorrow

There's something we think you
ought to know. Last year was the
first year of Westminster's Royal
Asian Holidays. The first year of
Westminster's exclusive Travel
Planner. For the first time ever a
Travel Company said "We plan it
your way. Here are the facts.

All of them. You tell us what you want
and you've got it. The experience
is here - years of travel planning in
Asia. It's all at your disposal."
Last year, hundreds of people
were delighted with the way our
Royal Asian Holidays brought the
whole travel scene into sharp focus.

----------------
Please send me my Royal Asian Holidays Travel Planner.

Name· .........................................................................................
Address: .................................................................................... .
•••••••••••••• .... ••••c .. ••• .. • .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••• .. 1•••.,••1• .. •••• .. •••••• ..• .. ••••••••••••

1129, Star House, Kowloon. Tel: 3-695051 (10 lines)

This year, revised and up-dated,
The Travel Planner is back, by
popular demand. Have us send you
a copy. Or pick one up next time
you're passing Star House. It's the
result of years of experience.

